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Destinations By Design, Inc. Hires Autumn Andrews As New Director of Sales
LAS VEGAS, NV., February 21, 2017 -- Destinations by Design, Inc. (DBD) is pleased to announce its recent hire of Autumn Andrews, who will join
the team as Director of Sales. Within this role, Andrews will mentor and guide the sales team, as well as work on departmental developments,
while working closely with other department leaders to create a collaborative environment.
“With Autumn's background and passion for the events industry, we are excited to welcome her back” said Debby Jacobs Felker, vice president
of sales, Destinations by Design, Inc..
Andrews brings well over a decade of experience with her from the hotel & DMC industry in both the Las Vegas and the Phoenix/Scottsdale
area where she has focused her efforts in Sales, Marketing & Customer Service. She has successfully consulted on events for Fortune 500
companies and Meetings & Incentive Houses, which will play a significant part in her new role with DBD.
“I am extremely delighted to return to the DBD team as Director of Sales,” says Andrews. “I have always been the company’s biggest fan and
look forward to working with the dynamic sales team Debby has built and continuing to grow the business and maintain our position as a top
DMC in Las Vegas.”

About Destinations by Design, Inc.:
In operation since 1990, Destinations by Design (DBD) provides high-quality destination management, event and design services to the incentive and corporate
markets, including a large number of Fortune 500 companies, as well as many of the major hotels and casinos in Las Vegas. The DBD team is comprised of a myriad
of seasoned industry leaders, who are an unparalleled resource pool for our clients. From a cutting-edge and inspired design team to an experienced and detailoriented operations group, Destinations by Design’s success lies in the collaborative talents of a team that continually redefines the Las Vegas scene. We pride
ourselves in a continuing commitment to excellence, a competitive drive, and the highest level of professional integrity. Every member of our team makes a unique
contribution to providing our clients and partners with a quality product that exceeds their expectations time and time again.

###

Follow Destinations By Design on Twitter at: www.twitter.com/DBDVegas
Find Destinations By Design on Facebook at: www.facebook.com/DBDVegas
Follow Destinations By Design on Instagram at: www.instagram.com/DBDVegas
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